
KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS

TROUSERS
Start with needle no. 3 and yellow 60(80)100 loops on waistband.
Close the round (start of round is the middle in the back) and knit
stocking stitch.

After 12(14)16 rows knit 1 row left and continue with seed stitch.
Knit two round button holes during rows 6(7)8 for the closing
strap as follows: Knit 4(4)6 loops until you reach the middle in the
front. Knit together 2 loops. 1 turn-up. 2 loops in stocking stitch,
finish the row. After 12(14)16 rows continue in stripe pattern no. 3.
Take loops during 1st row 12(12)20 loops = 72(92)120 loops. After
8(10)12 cm for the leg continue as follows:

1. Leg: Knit 36(46)60 loops. Close these loops with the row and
knit stripe pattern no. 3. When leg length of 5(6)8.5 cm is reached
use yellow and knit 1 row 2 loops right side facing, knit together
18(23)30 loops. Use needle no. 3 for knitting 2 cm of seed stitch
(for size 40-45 take off 1 loop during 1st row = 22 loops). Cast off
all loops.

2. Leg: knit as explained
Work out: Turn waistline inwards half way and stitch down. Knit
chain stitch of ca. 70(70)80 cm in grey, pull through button holes
and tie together. Close little crotch seam.

SIZES
35-40(40-45)45-50 cm

MATERIAL
• Schachenmayr CATANIA
(125 m/50 g): je 50(60)70g
grey, white and yellow

• 2 buttons
• 1 decorative button
• Set of needles no. 3 und 3.5
• Crochet needle no. 3

Pattern

1 loop right,
1 loop left by turns
every row shifted

1. Seed stitch

2. Stockinette stitch
Front side right side
facing, back side left
side facing. Always use
stocking stitch in rows

3. Stripe pattern
Stocking stitch,
continuously 2 rows
each grey and white

4. Stripe pattern
Stocking stitch,
continuously 2 rows
each yellow and white

5. Stripe pattern
Stocking stitch,
continuously 2 rows
each yellow and grey

JUMPER
Front side: Start with needle no. 3 and grey 38(42)50 loops, 3
cm in seed stitch, then use needle no. 3.5 for stripe pattern No. 4.
Knit 8(11)14 cm from the start more than the middle 6 loops with
grey in seed stitch. Cast off middle 6(8)8 loops when you reached
11(14)17 cm from the start of the neckline. Cast off remaining
shoulder loops at 14(17)20 cm from the start.

Back side: Start like the front side. Divide your workpiece when
reached 7(9)11 cm from the start in the middle for the opening in
the back and separately finish both sides in 4th stripe pattern. Cast
off all loops when you reached the same height as the front side.

Sleeves: Start with needle no. 3 and grey 28(28)30 loops 2 cm in
seed stitch, afterwards use needle no. 3.5 in stripe pattern No. 5.
Take 4(6)9 x 1 loop on each side in every 4th row for the diagonal
of sleeves = 36(40)48 loops. Cast off all loops 8(10)12 cm from
the start.

Work out: Close shoulder seams. Insert sleeves. Close sleeve and
side seams.

For the neck cuff knit 47(49)53 loops and knit needle no. 3 and
grey 5 rows in seed stitch. Cast off all loops. Crochet around the
opening on the back with one row of firm loops and one row of
chain plait while working in 2 button holes (each 5 crocheting
stitches) on the right edge.

Seam the buttons matching the opposite side. Seam the
decorative button to the front side as shown in the picture.

Cookie
This set

fits Cookie!

STITCH
Stocking stitch with
needle no. 3.5
23 loops and 32 rows = 10x10 cm
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